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of the network, improves the voltage profiles and reduces
the active power losses [4]. Power and energy losses
represent the considerable share of active power
transported from transmission network to final consumers.
Therefore, various approaches of control of reactive power
generated from PV systems are increasingly being used as
a mean to reduce these losses within the DN [5],[6].

Abstract.

With inevitable increase in numbers of distributed
generation units connected within the distribution network (DN),
different aspects of their impact on DN operation must be
evaluated. This paper deals with the problem of reactive power
generation from photovoltaic (PV) systems, connected to the DN,
and technical and economic benefits that can be achieved on DN
operation with its optimal generation. Detailed consideration of
four existing medium voltage DNs with their time-dependent
loading and PV generation profiles, allowed the evaluation of
annual losses of electric energy, for different scenarios of reactive
power generation. Furthermore, the resulting financial savings
were assessed as well. Results show that with reactive power
generation from installed PV units, meeting the actual needs of the
network, losses can be significantly reduced and financial savings
achieved.

This paper analyzes the reactive power generation from
photovoltaic (PV) systems, connected to the DN, and
benefits that can be achieved on DN operation with its
generation, optimized for every operating state
considered. Section 2 describes the evaluation of annual
losses and the procedure for their minimization using the
optimization method – differential evolution. Four
existing medium voltage (MV) networks, presented in
Section 3, with time-dependent loading and PV generation
profiles were considered in the analysis. The results
present the annual reduction of energy losses and financial
savings obtained through proper generation of reactive
power. The comparison of reduction of losses is given in
Section 4 for two different scenarios of optimal reactive
power generation. Considered were scenario where
reactive power generation was equally distributed among
the all PV systems, and the scenario where reactive power
generation was determined for every PV system
individually, in a way that suits the DN operation the most.
Section 5 gives the final remarks and concludes the paper.
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1. Introduction
Numerous political and environmental directives are
driving the proliferation in numbers of renewable energy
sources connected within the distribution networks (DN),
changing them from once a passive, to an active part of a
power network. If these sources are not properly placed and
sized within the DN, voltage control, power quality,
protection systems, fault levels and network losses may be
affected [1]. Nevertheless, if they are properly incorporated
within the network, numerous technical and economic
benefits can be achieved on the DN operation [2], [3]. For
example, if reactive power from photovoltaic (PV) systems
is generated where unnecessary, reverse power flows,
increase of voltages and power losses occur. On the other
hand, optimal reactive power generation, meeting the needs
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj14.285

2. Losses in distribution network.
A. Annual losses of electrical energy
Series of time-discrete load flow calculations were
performed in order to calculate daily, and hence annual
energy losses. For these purposes, average time-discrete
260
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power loading and generation profiles were created, based
on the long-term measurements of the power consumed, and
power generated from PV systems within the discussed
networks. Average day of every month is therefore
represented with both the loading and PV generation
profiles, composed of 24 discrete points given in one-hour
intervals. These profiles, given in per-unit system are
presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

B. Optimal generation of reactive power
It has already been pointed out that the reactive power
generation can be adjusted to fit the actual conditions in
the network. These optimal amounts of reactive power
generation are in this paper determined using the
optimization method – differential evolution (DE) [8],
performed for every time point with the sunlight available.
DE mimics evolution in nature, including the processes of
mutation, crossover, and selection, in order to create a
diverse population of possible search parameters. This
way, the results that satisfy the objective of the chosen
fitness function 𝑞fun can be found. Objective in this paper
is to find those amounts of reactive power that result in
minimal losses within the DN 𝑊loss_OPT . Therefore, the
fitness function is as given in (2).
min 𝑞fun =

𝑊loss_OPT
+𝑝
𝑊loss

(2)

Penalties 𝑝 are used to introduce different calculation
restrictions, including that voltages must be constrained
within the limits required by the network operators
(±10%), as well as to guarantee that current limits aren’t
exceeded in any line segment.

Figure 1: Loading profiles for average days in a month.

Minimization of annual losses of electrical energy is
perform for two different scenarios of reactive power
generation:
1) SCENARIO 1: reactive power generation is
equally distributed among the all PV systems,
proportionally to their rated powers;
2) SCENARIO 2: reactive power generation is
determined for every PV system individually, in a way
that suits the DN operation the most.
Figure 2: PV generation for average day in a month.

In both scenarios, generation was constrained with
cos𝜑 ≥ 0.8 and reactive power having capacitive nature,
resulting in slight increase of voltage profiles but reduction
of power losses.

For every individual point in time (hour ℎ in a month 𝑚),
load flow calculation was performed, resulting in calculated
active power losses for the considered time point 𝑃lossm,h .
These losses are composed of active power losses in the line
segments, and losses in iron and copper of 110/20 kV
substation and 20/0.4 kV distribution substations, and are
result of an electrical current flowing through these
elements. Repeating the load flow calculation for every
hour of average day in month (therefore, performing 288
time discrete load flow calculations) and knowing the
number of days in every month 𝑁daysm , annual losses of
electrical energy within the network 𝑊loss are determined
using (1).
12

Reduction of losses of electrical energy within the DN,
achieved on annual level due to the generation of reactive
power from PV systems for given scenarios, was
performed on four existing medium voltage distribution
networks, representing four 20 kV feeders from two
110/20 kV substations. Chosen networks are mostly rural
and are composed of overhead Al-Fe alloy line segments.
Information about their configuration: number of line
segments, nodes, 20/0.4 kV distribution substations, and
connected DG units is given in Table 1.

24

𝑊loss = ∑ (𝑁daysm ∑ 𝑃lossm,h )
𝑚=1

3. Test sites

(1)

ℎ=1

Table 1: Information about test sites.

Load flow calculation method used is “Backward-Forward
Sweep” method [7], although other fast and robust methods,
suitable for radial networks, could be used as well. Only the
medium voltage part of the DN (20 kV feeder) was
considered in this paper and since the unbalanced nature of
DN is reduced with higher voltage levels, a single-phase
consideration was sufficient for the analysis.

DN model

MV DN 1
Breg
MV DN 2
MV DN 3
MV DN 4
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110/20 kV
Substation
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20 kV
feeder

20/0.4 kV
Substations
Number

DG units
Number

Rated power
(MWp)

Nodes Lines

Breg

27

6

1.23

89

88

Majšperk

61

14

3.82

190

189

52

18

1.97

209

208

48

7

0.84

196

195

Rogaška Podčetrtek
Slatina
Zibika
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Figure 3: Single line diagrams of test medium voltage DN.
Table 2: Annual financial savings and savings in electrical
energy for four test medium voltage DN.

Single line diagrams of the discussed networks are given in
Figure 3.

W loss - W loss_OPT
[MWh]
MV DN 1
BREG

4. Results

MV DN 3
MV DN 2
PODČETRTEK MAJŠPERK

For medium voltage DNs with time-dependent loading and
generation profiles given in Section 2 and Section 3,
minimization of losses of electrical energy was performed
for scenarios 1 and 2 regarding distribution of reactive
power generation among the PV systems in each network.
Furthermore, using the price for the losses of electrical
energy 44.45 €/MWh, financial savings that are achieved in
a year, due to the reduction of losses – caused by the optimal
reactive power generation are calculated.
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MV DN 4
ZIBIKA

Final results for test sites’ annual financial savings and
savings in electrical energy are given in Table 2. Results
show that proper generation of reactive power can result in
minimization of losses in DN by up to 16 MWh (case of MV
DN 2). Scenario 2 gave better results for two test DN (MV
DN 2 and MV DN 3), since the reactive power generation
was locally adjusted to the needs of the specific parts of the
network. For test MV DN 1 and MV DN 4, results were the
same as in scenario 1. The reason for this is the fact, that in
both cases, all the reactive power available was generated,
and it didn’t matter if the optimization was performed for
each PV system separately. However, it should be
mentioned that the values of savings obtain are in direct
dependency with the network loading and power generation
profiles, and different values would be obtained for
different operating conditions.

Price
[€/kWh]

Savings
[€]

SCENARIO 1

5.0136

222.47

SCENARIO 2

5.0136

222.47

SCENARIO 1

16.0152

711.91

SCENARIO 2

16.2883

723.91

SCENARIO 1

5.9257

263.19

SCENARIO 2

6.2001

276.12

SCENARIO 1

3.0416

138.06

SCENARIO 2

3.0416

138.06

44.45

Figure 4 shows savings in electrical energy for every hour
ℎ of a specific day in a month 𝑚 for test site MV DN 3,
obtained using SCENARIO 1. It can be observed that the
savings occur during the daytime, and are highest around
the noon in the late spring and summer months.
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reactive power generation. Since reactive power generated
had capacitive nature, power losses were reduced, but on
the other hand, voltage profiles increased. However, the
use of penalties in the optimization procedure guaranteed
that voltage profiles are constrained within the limits,
required by the distribution system operators. Reduction
of losses of electrical energy occurs mostly in the power
lines, while change in losses in 110/20 kV and 20/0.4 kV
distribution substations is almost negligible, due to small
current values flowing through substations. Savings
achieved are higher if the generation is optimized for every
PV system individually. However, optimization
performed this way is more computationally demanding,
since there were more parameters that had to be
determined.
Furthermore, it is important to mention that generation of
reactive power from PV systems is not completely loss
free. It has been shown, that the efficiency of
microinverters reduces with the generation of reactive
power, yet this reduction is merely up to 2% in the
considered operating states, and was therefore neglected in
this analysis. Further research will include the efficiency
characteristics of microinverters, allowing reduction of
active power generation to be determined as well.

Figure 4: Savings in electrical energy for every hour of a specific
day in a month (MV DN 3).

By observing the change of losses in elements of the DN,
presented in Table 3, it can be seen that the greatest
reduction of losses of electrical energy in the medium
voltage distribution networks are achieved in distribution
line segments. Change of losses in substations is almost
negligible, since currents flowing through these elements
are much smaller than currents in line segments.
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Table 3: Annual savings of electrical energy in different elements
of test MV DN.

MV DN 4
ZIBIKA

MV DN 3
MV DN 2
PODČETRTEK MAJŠPERK

MV DN 1
BREG

W loss - W loss_OPT [kWh]
whole
system

line
segments

20/0.4
distribution
substations
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3041.6

3041.3

-0.065
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SCENARIO 2
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-0.065

0.430

110/20
substation
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5. Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to investigate the technical
and economic benefits of the reactive power generation,
adjusted to the actual needs of the four existing medium
voltage DNs. The results of the analysis, presented in
Section 4 have shown that noteworthy financial savings and
savings in electrical energy can be achieved with optimal
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